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Abstract—This work deals with the design of a new readout electronics for silicon photomultipliers sensors. The so-called SiPMs sensors are an emerging technology currently diffusing in many applications and, among them, in the definition of a new generation of LIDAR systems. The latter, nowadays have a primary role in the evolution process that is involving Smart Cities, being an enabling technology in different fields. The solution here proposed is realized at electronic level with a 150 nm technology process from lFoundry and results provide a feasible demonstration of the capability of the proposed design approach to be employed in practical applications.

Index Terms—Sensor interface, Lidar, sensors system, SiPM, Smart City.

I. INTRODUCTION

LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) is a new enabling technology that is rapidly spreading and establishing in many applications. It allows to have high accuracy and resolution at long distance, also in complex environmental conditions, as with bright light and reflective surfaces or poor visibility [1-6]. The main fields of application are mobile range findings, automotive with advanced driver assistance systems, 3D mapping, motion detection and recognition.

Initially, LIDAR systems have been realized in different technologies and by employing different types of sensors such as PIN diodes, photodiodes or vacuum-tube photomultipliers [7-8]. But nowadays, current applications are demanding even more performance and so among the cited solutions the ones that can be still used with proficiency are diminishing; while further solutions have been developed. Among them, a primary role is now occupied by Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPMs) [9-12]. SiPM is a new leading technology for light detection that is capable to furnish high accuracy and resolution together with low power consumption. It is particularly suitable for portable and mobile applications.

In addition, SiPMs have very high internal gain and this characteristic allows to avoid the use of additional amplifiers that may limit the signal-to-noise ratio providing an additional noise contribution. On the contrary, between the shortcomings of these devices, it is important to consider the high parasitics of the SiPMs sensors that require strict performance from the electronics side in order to properly work [13-16]. Also this kind of photomultipliers are currently diffusing in several fields, from astrophysics to imagine scanning, from medical application to automotive embarked in LIDAR systems.

Actually, there is a huge demand of LIDAR applications; not only in automotive but also in the fields of robotics, laser scanning and drones. The development of Smart Cities itself is one of the main factors that powers this technology and the definition of novel applications. It affects almost all systems and technologies, as well as the same infrastructures, and so Smart Cities represent a leading road towards innovations. Considering, for instance, the definition of the new wireless data networks for connected-systems in urban environment, LIDAR systems are the primary solution to obtain an accurate 3D urban analysis for propagation modelling and design [17-20]. Similar advantages outcome from the data needed to determine the challenges that are associated with climate change resilience in urban metropolis [21]. Also the intelligent transportation systems under definition in modern developed cities are strongly based on LIDAR systems [22-24]. In general, the wish of increased service efficiencies intrinsic in Smart Cities can be realized through advanced technologies and systems, functional to the new needs of the urban society.

In this paper the attention is focused on the definition of a novel sensor interface for LIDAR systems that uses SiPMs as sensing elements. As already mentioned, this kind of system has powerful performance in term of both detection capability, mobility and power consumption, but from an electronic point of view it is difficult to manage and emphasize. It is due to the electrical characteristics of the light sensor. The solution here proposed allows a fast detection of any light phenomenon with a simple architecture able to transform the incoming light event revealed with a current pulse in a corresponding voltage signal that can be easily managed and analyzed for detection.
The designed circuit is realized with the silicon 150 nm technology process provided by LFoundry demonstrating the feasibility of the proposed solution to be adopted in practical applications and integrated systems.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of LIDAR systems based on SiPMs sensors; Section III deals on the design of the proposed sensor interface, while Section IV shows the obtained results and discuss the achieved performance. Finally, conclusions are drawn.

II. SiPM-BASED LIDAR OVERVIEW

The Silicon Photomultiplier is a miniaturized solid-state sensor for light detection, with very high sensitivity and detection capability of energy levels typical of a single photon. SiPM is realized with a series of avalanche photodiodes (usually named SPAD: Single Photon Avalanche Photodiode) combined with quench resistors (Fig. 1). This kind of sensor provides high gain with good efficiency and has a very large bandwidth [25, 26] that allows to achieve an agile response when an event occurs. In addition, SiPMs sensors can be arranged also in matrix configuration in order to increase the sensitive area and the energy level detection capability.

There is an even more number of fields of interest that may benefit of the SiPM characteristics. In particular, LIDAR applications, by using SiPMs, are able to realize high-resolution object identification at long range, also as portable devices. They operate near infrared wavelength and are commonly applied to driver assistance systems or autonomous guide vehicles, 3D depth maps, mobile ranging. Typical characteristics of a LIDAR system are summarized in Table 1, while an example of application is shown in Fig. 2 with a direct time-of-flight ranging architecture. The transmitter embeds a synchronous laser diode and some lens and filters able to collimate the light beam on the target. The detector catches the reflected ray of light and with lens conveys the incoming radiation to the sensitive surface of the SiPM.

A subsequent electronic readout system is then necessary to properly manage the light event and convert it to an electrical signal useful to detect and decode the received information. The electronic section is usually organized with an input amplifier usually followed by a buffer and a detector realized with a comparator. In addition, a cross logic section responsible of data management and synchronization of the overall system is also necessary.

Among them, the more critical part to design in order to take advantage of the sensing capability of the SiPM is the initial amplification section. It realizes also the signal transduction since the output signal of the SiPM is a very low current signal and the same SiPM has very large parasitics that can be usually modeled with an output capacitance. This characteristic, from an electrical point of view, is far from an ideal condition, since the following amplification stage must be capable to drive a very large input load; at the same time, it has to provide a sufficient gain in a large bandwidth and without introducing a significant noise contribution to properly discriminate the low input signal from the electronic noise floor. The aim to provide a feasible solution to this issue is the main goal of this contribution and it will be discussed in the next section.

III. PROPOSED SENSOR INTERFACE

The readout electronic for SiPMs is a crucial task for LIDAR systems since the optical detection must be properly transduced to an electrical signal in order to properly caught the information. In order to have a good resolution and properly detect objects at high distance fast electronics circuits are mandatory. They must be able to manage very weak signals and also to operate up to high frequencies since the received pulses have critical shapes with very high rise-time and short duration, as shown in Table 1.

Typically, in the literature, the solutions usually realized can be set in the frame of voltage-mode design [27-30] and this because a voltage-approach is well consolidated and commonly adopted in the design of sensor interfaces. Without any doubts, voltage-design is able to provide robust solutions, with good noise performance and gain, but at the same time it suffers of some drawbacks. In particular, suitable strategies are required
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**Fig. 1. SiPM characteristics: (a) electrical scheme; (b) Output current versus bias voltage.**

**Table I. LIDAR Design with SiPM: Typical Characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Typical choices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam Steering</td>
<td>1D or 2D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranging solutions</td>
<td>40° x 30° Long range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120° x 30° Short range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Specification</td>
<td>1 x 16 SiPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>AtoX = 0.1°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AtoY = 1.9°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical bandpass filter</td>
<td>10 to 50 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser diode peak power</td>
<td>1000s W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser wavelength</td>
<td>905 nm or 940 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser pulse repetition rate</td>
<td>100s KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser pulse width</td>
<td>Less than 10 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias voltage</td>
<td>&lt; 50 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to accomplish the capability to properly drive a very high input reactive load, mainly capacitive in case of SiPMs. In addition, an output buffer is also necessary to properly decouple the circuit characteristics from the output load impedance and this leads to a further increase of the circuit dimensions and power consumption. On the opposite, current-mode design has the advantage to provide a faster response time with respect to a voltage-approach [31] and also the driving capability should be better when considering small signals together with a high input impedance. As a disadvantage, the main criticism is relative to the higher noise contribution introduced with a current-mode circuit [30].

In this work, the solution that has been investigated is a mixed-mode design that try to inherit the advantages of both voltage-mode and current-mode design. Preliminary solutions have been already proposed by some of the same Authors in [32-33]. Here the analysis and design have been carried out by using an integrated technology process, the CMOS 150 nm technology process from LFoundry, showing at the same time the feasibility of the proposed solution to be realized at integrated level, that is the main goal for practical applications. The solution here adopted is based on the use of a second-generation current conveyor (VCII) [34-35], obtained for duality from the second-generation current conveyor (CCII) [36-37]. The VCII realizes internally a current buffer followed by a voltage buffer (Fig. 3), so obtaining a transimpedance amplification between input and output and low input and output impedances. As shown, this building block has 3 external terminals, X and Y are the input ports and Z is the output port. X is a high impedance termination, while Y and Z have ideally zero impedance. The voltage gain between X and Z is usually called $\alpha$, while the current gain between Y and X terminals can be defined as $\beta$; both of them are ideally equal to unit. The constitutive equations of the VCII are the ones in (1).

\[
\begin{align*}
    V_Z &= \alpha \cdot V_X \\
    I_X &= \beta \cdot I_Y
\end{align*}
\]

Combining (1a) and (1b) and considering a load resistor $R$ in series connection on the X terminal as shown in Fig. 4, the complete transimpedance transfer function can be obtained as follows:

![Fig. 2. Example of application: direct time-of-flight ranging LIDAR system.](image)

![Fig. 3. VCII architecture: internal structure.](image)

![Fig. 4. VCII as transimpedance amplifier.](image)
Equation (3) clearly shows as the transimpedance gain depends only on the gain factors $\alpha$ and $\beta$, usually close to one on a large bandwidth, and on the resistance value $R$ in series connection on the $X$ terminal. So, the gain is independent from input and output external loads. In addition, it is important to notice that the VCII has the further characteristic of having the gain value independent from the useful bandwidth [34] and also this peculiarity makes it particularly suitable for the considered application.

At schematic level, the VCII has been designed with LFoundry technology with 150 nm gate length devices and the complete schematic of the proposed SiPM interface is reported in Fig. 5, while in Table II the transistors sizes are reported for completeness. Finally, Table III summarizes the main performance and bias characteristics of the proposed sensor interface.

**Equation (3)**

$$\frac{V_{out}}{I_{in}} = \alpha \cdot \beta \cdot R$$
In this section, simulation results relative to the proposed VCII and the complete SiPM interface are shown. The design has been carried out by using LTSpice simulation software provided by Analog Devices, Inc. Next Fig. 6 -8 refer to the VCII characteristics, while from Fig. 9 to Fig. 13 system performance are reported. More in details, Fig. 6 depicts the $\alpha$ parameter of the VCII, that is the gain of the voltage buffer between the $X$ and $Z$ nodes. As shown, the available bandwidth is very large, greater than one gigahertz. Also the $\beta$ characteristics are valuable, as reported in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The first one shows the current buffer transfer function between the $Y$ and $X$ nodes and also in this case the bandwidth is very large, while the second picture reports the $\beta$ characteristics versus the input load, usually a very large capacitive impedance. This is a crucial point of the design for practical applications and results show the robustness of the proposed solution. Figure 9 illustrates the overall transimpedance transfer function of the complete interface. It shows the capability to set the desired gain by varying only the resistance value $R$ of the resistor connected to the $X$ terminal, that means for different gain levels of the transimpedance amplifier. The noise level introduced by the proposed interface is very marginal and almost constant with respect to gain variations.

Further interesting aspects to analyze are the noise characteristics and the analysis of the impulse response. Noise performances are reported in Fig. 11, again for different value of the resistor $R$ connected to the $X$ terminal, that means for different gain levels of the transimpedance amplifier. The noise level introduced by the proposed interface is very marginal and almost constant with respect to gain variations.
Finally, time domain analyses have been performed in order to analyze the response time of the circuit considering typical pulses as used in LIDAR systems [25, 26]. In Fig. 12 subfigures, incoming current pulses of different duration are considered and in each case the output voltage signal is very similar to the input one, so demonstrating a good detection capability with also a negligible delay; this is another important parameter in practical applications and mainly in LIDAR systems. The pulse duration can be reduced up to 1 ns still preserving good performance and in general it can be affirmed that the lower boundary is mainly due to technology limitation rather than a physical limit of the proposed interface. Figure 13 demonstrates also the capability of the system in the case of multi-phonon detection. An incoming pulse train defined with a single pulse of 10 ns length and a repetition time of 20 ns is considered and results clearly show the tracking and detection capability of the designed interface.

**Fig. 11.** Noise performance for different gain levels.

**Fig. 12.** Output signal (solid line) for different duration of the incoming current pulse (dotted line): (a) 1 ns; (b) 7 ns; (c) 15 ns; (d) 30 ns.

**Fig. 13.** Output signal (solid line) in case of an incoming pulse train (dotted line).

**V. CONCLUSION**

In the perspective of innovations relative to Smart Cities, with no doubt LIDAR systems have a primary role enabling new technologies in different fields of applications. The proposed work shows a new feasible solution for the design of the readout electronics of LIDAR systems allowing to obtain fast response times and high sensitivity. These characteristics, combined with the use of the new SiPMs sensors, enhance the performance of many systems, from intelligent drive to 3D mapping. At electrical level we propose an integrated solution realized with the 150 nm technology process from LF0ndry that realize a transimpedance amplifier with very high driving capability, a very large bandwidth and a variable gain. The solution is conceived with a mixed voltage/current-mode approach that is able to provide a very fast response time that is mandatory for the new generation of LIDAR systems.
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